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Abstract
This report describes the Steady-State Cycle AnalyseR (SCCAR), a solution engine
that enables the steady state evaluation of thermodynamical cycles. SCCAR can be used
to parametrically define thermodynamic cycles using a library of predefined building blocks,
such as compressors, turbines, heat exchangers, and other user defined components. Steady
state performance of a cycle is evaluated such that energy, mass flow rate and thermodynamic
properties around the cycle are balanced.
To allow accurate off-design analysis the component library in SCCAR includes compo-
nents that incorporate accurate physics or map based performance characteristics. Using
these characteristics allows the accurate analysis of changes in the operating point and
overall efficiency as external parameters are altered.
This reports summarises the underlying theory and modelling approach for the tool and
also describes the theory that is implemented for the different building blocks. This is
followed by a example section illustrating the usage of the code by analysing a number of
validations cases.
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1 Introduction
One of the most important tools during the preliminary design stages is an efficient way to
simulate the overall system performance. For example during the design of a gas turbine, using
a tool that accurately models the thermodynamic cycle can be used to evaluate different design
choices (e.g. 2 spool or 3 spool design) and different operating points (e.g. pressures ratios
or combustor temperatures). Using such tools provides an efficient way to compare different
design concepts, to perform preliminary design optimisations, and to define trade-off costs for
subsequent detailed design. Furthermore, it is desirable to have a tool that can accurately
capture changes in operation as the operation moves from the nominal design point to off-design
conditions. To meet these requirements the tool needs to be easily adaptable (meaning that it is
easy to prototype different systems), the models must correctly capture physical constraints, and
the tool must be able to accurately capture how component performance changes as conditions
change.
To address these requirements the Steady-State Cycle AnalyseR (SCCAR) solver has been
developed. It provides the ability to quickly construct open and closed loop cycles from a library
of standard components. In addition by using component models that can include performance
maps, it is possible to analyse how a given system, meaning a system of a given size and a given
set of components responds to changes in the external conditions.
By using different components from the components library SCCAR can be operated in two
modes.
Nominal Here systems components are modelled with a single performance parameter (e.g.
efficiency or pressure ratio or outlet temperature). This allows a quick analysis of different
system configurations. The outcome from such a study is the theoretical performance at
the nominal design point and parameters such as heat fluxes and power outputs can be
used for sizing of the components.
Off-design Here system components are modelled with physics based analytical (or numerical)
models that take account for component dimensions, component performance, and external
conditions. For example a turbine, which previously had a fixed expansion ratio and isen-
tropic efficiency, now uses a model that calculates these parameters based on inlet pressure,
inlet temperature, mass flow rate, and rotational speed. This ensures the performance of
the cycle at off-design conditions are accurately modelled.
The advantages of using SCCAR for system analysis are:
• Cycle is defined using multiple blocks, allowing fast system prototyping.
• A library of most common system components with associated performance maps.
• Usage of physics based models or maps to analyse component performance. Using these,
rather than design point parameters allows accurate off-design performance predictions.
• Open-source. With the code written in python, this allows the easy modificiation, creation,
and integration of component models.
This report describes the theory on which SCARR is based, provides detailed descriptions on
the already mplemented components, and provides a summary of examples that can be used as
a starting point for further analysis.
1.1 Compatibility
Cycle.py is written in python. The following packages are required:
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• python 2.7 - any standard distribution
• numpy
• scipy version 0.18.0 or above
• CoolProp available from http://www.coolprop.org/
• matplotlib version 2.0.0 or above
1.2 Citing this tool
When using the tool in simulations that lead to published works, it is requested that the following
works are cited:
• Jahn, I. (2017), SSCAR - Steady State Cycle AnalyseR, Mechanical Engineering Technical
Report 2017/8, The University of Queensland, Australia
1.3 Distribution
Cycle.py is distributed as part of the code collection maintained by the Turbomachinery and
Power Conversion Group at the University of Queensland. This collection is free software: you
can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or any later version.
This program collection is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details http:
//www.gnu.org/licenses/.
Please contact the authors for access to the code repository.
1.4 Installation
The code is designed to be run from the command line. The job.py file defining the current
simulation can be stored in a local directory. The main code file Cycle.py and any code used
for the building blocks (e.g. turb_funct.py, comp_funct.py, HX_solver.py, ...) stored in the
$ /src directory should be added to a folder that is on your python search path. The installa-
tion folder can be added to the search path by adding the following lines to the .bashrc file (or
equivalent on non-Linux platforms).
export CYC=${HOME}/path/to/loc/dir
export PYTHONPATH=${PYTHONPATH}:{CYC}
export PATH=${PATH}:${CYC}
After editing run:
$ source ~./bashrc
If installing the complete geotherm repository, the above references should point to the
/geotherm/geobin directory.
1.5 Modifying the code
The working version of Cycle.py and other supporting programs are installed in the $ /src
directory of the repository. If you perform modifications or improvements to the code please
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submit an updated version together with a short description of the changes to the authors. Once
reviewed, the changes may be included in future versions of the code.
1.6 Structure of this report
This report is divided into the following sections:
1. Introduction (current part) (page 4)
2. Description of main solver setup and solution process (page 7)
3. Theory description of implemented building blocks (page 12)
4. Debugging Hints - What to do if I can’t get a solution.
5. Examples - illustration of code for a range of simple validations cases (page 34)
6. References
7. Appendix
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2 Main solver
2.1 Defining a problem
To illustrate the software we will explore two simple examples showing how cycles can be analysed.
The first example shown in Fig. 1a is a standard closed loop Brayton cycle. For this cycle the
operating efficiencies of the compressor and turbine are defined and this cycle will be solved for
a mass flow rate of 10 kg/s with a turbine pressure ratio of 2.2. The second cycle is a closed loop
recuperated Brayton cycle (see Fig. 1b). Here, instead of enforcing a fixed isentropic efficiency
for both the compressor and turbine, respective performance maps are used. The result of this
more complex modeling approach is that the efficiencies of the components and the pressure ratio
across the turbine are now functions of the cycle mass flow rate, which in turn is controlled by
the turbine speeds. Effectively if we want to increase the cycle mass flow rate, we can achieve
this by increasing the turbine speed. However a consequence of the increased mass flow rate will
be changes to the turbine pressure ratio, which is a function of turbine mass flow rate. This
in turn will influence other components in the cycle. Using maps to calculate the compressor
and turbine performance allows a more realistic analysis of the cycle operation and performance.
Thus the results obtained can be used to generate new insight towards the analysis of complex
closed loop cycles.
For both the cycles in Fig. 1 supercritical CO2 has been selected as the working fluid and
source and sink temperatures have been fixed at 800 K and 305 K respectively.
(a) Simple Brayton cycle (b) Recuperated Brayton cycle
Figure 1: Schematic for two simple cycles.
Input files for a selection of examples are available in section 5, and a ever increasing list of
examples is available in the repository. Details about the MASS and POINT class used to define
mass flow rates and the connecting nodes can be found in section 3.2 on page 12 and section 3.3
on page 13. The different COMPONENTS that are available for cycle construction are defined in
section 3 on page 12.
2.2 Running the Code
Once the a job.py file has been created, which defines the components of the problem, the main
code is called to find the conditions (Pressure & Temperature & Mass Flow Rate) at all of the
interface points that result in a valid steady state operating point. The general run procedure
for the code is:
1. Modify an existing job file to set simulation conditions (e.g. Job.py)
Within this file the following is defined:
gdata: This sets the simulation parameters.
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MASS: These are mass flow streams through the loop components. These are used to
enforce continuity.
POINTS: Nodes to which the component are connected. Multiple components can be
connected when the flow splits, however merges need to be modelled by specific com-
ponents.
COMPONENTS: Routines that describe the building blocks. These compute how the
conditions (Pressure & Temperature) change across a building block as a function of
building block specific parameters and cycle mass flow rate.
2. Run using the command: Cycle.py --job=Job.py
The following options are available --help to show usage, --ts-diagram, to plot the results on a
temperature-entropy diagram, --out-file=outfile.txt, which writes the results to an output
file, --noplot to suppress generation of graphs, and --verbosity=0 which can be used to set
on-screen outputs (0→ no output, 1→ some outputs, 2→ many outputs).
2.3 Results
A successful run without any optional settings will return the following:
• on-screen output summarising the key performance parameters;
• plots showing pressure and temperature at all points; and
• components specific plots showing respective operating data.
For the simple Brayton cycle from above the following on-screen output would be obtained:
1++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
2RESULTS:
3 Mass f low ra t e : 10 .98 ( kg/ s )
4 Pres su re s : [ 7 687000 . 0 , 13838290.71398304 , 13838290.71398304 ,
7687000 .000000001 ] (Pa)
5 Temperature : [ 305 . 322.79955619 800 . 740 .77698615 ] (K)
6 Pressure Ratio (Pmax/Pmin) : 1 .80021994467
7 Working Fluid : CO2
8 Inventory : 1 .18392256216 ( kg )
9 message : The s o l u t i o n converged .
10++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
11
12++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
13CYCLE DATA
14 Mass f low ra t e ( kg/ s ) : 10 .98
15 Turbine E f f i c i e n c i e s :
16TURB eta : 75 .75 (%)
17 Compressor E f f i c i e n c i e s :
18COMP eta : 67 .00 (%)
19 Q in (kW) : 7605.62
20 Q out (kW) : 7050.24
21 Q net ( in ) (kW) : 555 .38
22 W turb ( out ) (kW) : 710 .10
23W comp ( in ) (kW) : 154 .72
24 W net ( out ) (kW) : 555 .38
25 Cycle eta W net/Q in : 7 .30 (%)
26 Carnot eta (1− T c/T h) : 61 .88 (%)
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(a) Conditions at Points (b) Temperature - entropy diagram
Figure 2: Results for simple Brayton cycle.
27++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
28
29++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
30POINT DATA
31 p1 P ( avg ) (MPa) : 7 .6870 T ( avg ) (K) : 305 .00 h ( kJ/kg ) : 304 .75 s ( kJ/kg/K
) : 1 .34
32 p2 P ( avg ) (MPa) : 13 .8383 T ( avg ) (K) : 322 .80 h ( kJ/kg ) : 318 .84 s ( kJ/kg/
K) : 1 .36
33 p3 P ( avg ) (MPa) : 13 .8383 T ( avg ) (K) : 800 .00 h ( kJ/kg ) : 1011.51 s ( kJ/kg
/K) : 2 .78
34 p4 P ( avg ) (MPa) : 7 .6870 T ( avg ) (K) : 740 .78 h ( kJ/kg ) : 946 .84 s ( kJ/kg/K
) : 2 .81
35++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
36
37++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
38 SIMULATION ASSESSMENT
39 Energy Miss−balance (kW) : −0.00
40 Energy Miss−balance ( f r a c t i o n o f Q in ) : 0 .00 (%)
41++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This will be accompanied by Fig. 2, which shows the pressure and temperature at the points
p1 to p4. The correct convergence of the code can be assessed from the pressure and temperate
plots shown in Fig. 2a. For a converged solution the respective lines for two components meet
exactly at the interfacing point. If the points do not overlap exactly, this indicates that the
solution has not converged. A further indication of solution accuracy is available from the on-
screen outputs under the SIMULATION ASSESSMENT heading. Here the energy miss-balance and
miss-balance fraction are calculated as:
∆E = Qnet −Wnet (1)
Errorfrac =
∆E
Qin
(2)
For a converged solution both approach zero.
In addition, by evoking the --ts-diagram option the cycle is also plotted on a Temperature-
Entropy diagram as shown in Fig. 2b.
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(a) Conditions at Points (b) Temperature - entropy diagram
(c) Compressor operating point (d) Turbine operating point
Figure 3: Results for recuperated Brayton cycle.
The results from analysing the recuperated Brayton cycle using component maps are shown
in Fig. 3. In addition to the pressure and temperature plots and the t-s diagram showing the
cycle the output also includes the respective compressor and turbine maps. These highlight the
position of the operating point on the respective maps or performance curves. By altering settings
defining the compressor and turbine operation, such as the respective speed, the performance of
the overall cycle can be altered.
2.4 Solution process
Solving thermodynamic systems such as the ones discussed above allow multiple approaches. To
ensure SCARR is scalable and flexible with respect to different component models, an optimisa-
tion approach, which separates the component models and the part that solves the conservation
equations for the system has been selected. Effectively the optimiser treats each component as
a black box and the goal for the optimiser is to find a combination of output parameters (mass
flow rates, pressures and temperatures) that results in balanced conservation equations.
Rather than solving the conservation equations directly the optimisation problem has been
posed as one where pressure, temperatures and mass flow rates at each point in the system are
matched. Or to phrase it differently, if the outlet conditions from the upstream component(s)
match with the inlet conditions of the downstream components at each point in the system a
valid solution has been attained. This can be phrased as the following non-linear optimisation
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problem
min
X∈R
(A×X + Y )2 , where Y = F(X) (3)
Here F contains the non-linear functions relating the downstream conditions for each component
to the respective upstream conditions, and A is a matrix defining the constraints.
The resulting problem can be solved efficiently using any non-linear optimiser. Present options
for the code are described in the following section.
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3 Building Blocks
This section describes all the building blocks that can be used to construct systems and the
underlying theory used for the solution process.
3.1 GDATA
The GDATA class stores general simulation specific data. The default settings of gdata should be
adjusted in job.py to adjust for the current simulation.
1 class GDATA:
2 def i n i t ( s e l f ) :
3 s e l f . i ter = 0 # in t e g e r to s e t number o f i t e r a t i o n s f o r f s o l v e
4 s e l f . name = ’ ’ # se t name of s imu la t ion .
5 s e l f . p r i n t f l a g = 0 # ad ju s t how much data w i l l be d i s p l a y ed to the screen
6 s e l f . optim = ‘ root : hyb r ’ # s e l e c t opt im i s e r that w i l l be used
The following settings are available.
iter : Sets the number of iterations that will be completed using the non-linear solver. 0 →
simulation until convergence criteria is met.
name : Set name of simulation
print flag : Define how much data will be printed to the screen.
0 → no outputs.
1 (default) → on screen summary of results.
2 → extensive outputs for debugging.
optim : Select the optimiser that will be used during the solution process.
’fsolve’ : Use scipy.optimize.fsolve()
’root:hybr’: (default) Use scipy.root() and a hybrid algorithm
’root:lm’: Use scipy.root() with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
’root:Newton-CG’: Use scipy.root() with Newton-CG algorithm
’root:df-sane’: Use scipy.root() with DF-SANE method
3.2 MASS
The MASS class is an entity that describes a mass stream through the loop that consists of a
single fluid (can be liquid or gas), which has a constant mass flow rate. This mass flow entity
ensures that continuity is enforced in all components through which the fluid passes. For loop
configurations that incorporate a split and merge additional mass flow entities need to be defined
for the divided sections of the loop. In the areas where multiple streams flow in parallel, a list
of parallel streams (e.g. [m1,m2]) is provided to the components as shown later.
A MASS element is defined in the job.py file using
MASS(m0, fluid=’air’, label=’’, mtype=’free’, ratio=1., mass_r=[])])
The following settings are available.
m0 : Initial mass flow rate through this element.
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fluid : The fluid type for the current mass flow stream.
label : Label for the mass flow stream
mtype : Different modelling types for mass flow
’free’: (default) mass flow rate is calculated by the optimiser
’fixed’: Mass flow rate is kept constant at the value prescribed by m0
’ratio’: mass flow rate is set to a fixed ratio of other mass flows, requires additional
inputs for ratio and massr
ratio : Mass flow rate ratio input, required when using mtype = ‘ratio’
mass r : List of MASS instances, required when using mtype = ‘ratio’
The functions available for the MASS class are shown below.
1 class MASS:
2 i n s t an c e s = [ ]
3 def i n i t ( s e l f , m0, f l u i d=’ a i r ’ , l a b e l=’ ’ , mtype=’ f r e e ’ , r a t i o =1. , mass r
= [ ] ) :
4 #i f mtype == ’ f r e e ’ :
5 s e l f . c l a s s . i n s t an c e s . append ( s e l f )
6 s e l f . f l u i d = f l u i d
7 s e l f . l a b e l = l a b e l
8 print mtype == ’ f i x ed ’
9 i f not (mtype == ’ f r e e ’ or mtype == ’ f i x ed ’ or mtype == ’ r a t i o ’ ) :
10 raise MyError ( ’ Error when de f i n i n g in s t ance o f MASS ’ + s e l f . l a b e l +’ \
n Error : mtype s e t i n c o r r e c t l y ’ )
11
12 s e l f . mtype = mtype
13 i f s e l f . mtype == ’ r a t i o ’ :
14 s e l f . update ( )
15 else :
16 s e l f .m0 = m0
17 s e l f . mass = m0
18 ###
19 def update ( s e l f ) :
20 ’ ’ ’
21 f unc t i on to update mass f low i f mtype = r a t i o
22 ’ ’ ’
23 i f s e l f . mtype == ’ r a t i o ’ :
24 m0 = 0 .
25 for a in s e l f . mass r :
26 m0 = m0 + s e l f . r a t i o ∗ s e l f . mass
27 s e l f .m0 = m0
3.3 POINT
The POINT class is the main item used by the non-linear solver to find the steady state solution
for the cycle. Each point corresponds to a node where two components connect, for example as
shown in Fig. 1. This makes the POINT the key element when defining cycle configurations as
it links the different components. In addition points are used to store the thermodynamic state
(pressure and temperature) at the different points in the cycle. The operation of POINT and
how it is linked to the associated component is schematically shown in Fig. 4a. Upstream and
downstream conditions are denoted by subscripts L and R respectively. Effectively the POINT
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(a) Data stored at POINT and how it interfaces with
surrounding components.
(b) Interfaces of a component and how they are
linked to surrounding points.
Figure 4: Connection between cycle components and points.
class stores two pressures and two temperatures. Once a solution has converged the pressures
(PL and PR) and the temperatures (TL and TR) match.
During an iteration step of the main solver the downstream pressure and temperature (PR and
TR) are supplied to the next component and are used to calculate the conditions further down-
stream by calling the C_down.evalR(massflow) function of this component. Similarly the up-
stream component will calculate it’s own downstream conditions by calling C_up.evalR(massflow),
which is used to update the conditions on the upstream side of the point. (PL and TL).
To ensure there is a single solution to the problem pressure needs to be fixed at one point in
the cycle. This can be done by setting the ptype=’P_fixed’ variable to a single point in the
simulation. During the solution process the pressure at this point will be maintained at at the
setting pressure P0.
A POINT is defined in the job.py file using
POINT(P0, T0, label=’’, ptype=’free’, mdot=[])
The following settings are available.
P0 : Sets pressure at point.
T0 : Sets temperature at point.
label : optional label for point.
ptype : Different modelling types for point.
’free’: (default) pressure and temperature are free variables that will be solved.
’P_fixed’: pressure is fixed, but temperature is a free variable
’T_fixed’ : temperature is fixed, but pressure is a free variable
’PT_fixed’: both pressure and temperature are fixed
The functions available for the POINT class are shown below.
1 class POINT:
2 i n s t an c e s = [ ]
3 def i n i t ( s e l f , P0 ,T0 , l a b e l=’ ’ , ptype=’ f r e e ’ ) :
4 s e l f . c l a s s . i n s t an c e s . append ( s e l f )
5 s e l f . ptype = ptype
6 s e l f . P0 = P0
7 s e l f . T0 = T0
8 s e l f . ptype=ptype
9 s e l f . l a b e l = l a b e l
10 s e l f . s e t l a b e l ( l a b e l )
11 s e l f .PL = [ ]
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12 s e l f .PR = [ ]
13 s e l f .TL = [ ]
14 s e l f .TR = [ ]
15 s e l f .ML = [ ]
16 s e l f .MR = [ ]
17 s e l f .CL = [ ] # l i s t o f components connected to l e f t
18 s e l f .CR = [ ] # l i s t o f components connected to r i g h t
19 s e l f . i n i t i a l i s e ( )
20 #s e l f . update MASS ()
21 ###
22 def norm( s e l f ,M,P,T) :
23 #se t normal i sa t ion parameters
24 s e l f . normM = M
25 s e l f . normP = P
26 s e l f . normT = T
27 ###
28 def i n i t i a l i s e ( s e l f ) :
29 s e l f .PL = s e l f . P0 ; s e l f .PR = s e l f . P0 ; s e l f .TL = s e l f .T0 ; s e l f .TR = s e l f .T0
30 ###
31 def s e t l a b e l ( s e l f , l a b e l ) :
32 L = [ ]
33 for l in s e l f . c l a s s . i n s t an c e s :
34 L . append ( l . l a b e l )
35 L = L[ : −1 ] # remove l a s t l a b e l t ha t has been added as i t r e f e r s to s e l f .
36 i f any( l a b e l in s for s in L) :
37 print ’WARNING: po int l a b e l de f i ned mul t ip l e t imes ’
38 l abe l new = l a b e l+str ( len ( s e l f . c l a s s . i n s t an c e s )−1)
39 print ’ Point ’ , s e l f . l abe l , ’ renamed to : ’ , l abe l new
40 s e l f . l a b e l = labe l new
41 else :
42 s e l f . l a b e l = l a b e l
43 ###
44 def getL ( s e l f ) :
45 return s e l f .PL, s e l f .TL
46 ###
47 def getR ( s e l f ) :
48 return s e l f .PR, s e l f .TR
49 ###
50 def setL ( s e l f ,A,B) :
51 s e l f .PL = A
52 s e l f .TL = B
53 ###
54 def setLnorm ( s e l f ,A,B) :
55 i f s e l f . ptype == ’ f r e e ’ :
56 s e l f .PL = A∗ s e l f . normP
57 s e l f .TL = B∗ s e l f . normT
58 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ P f ixed ’ :
59 s e l f .PL = A∗ s e l f . normP
60 s e l f .TL = B∗ s e l f . normT
61 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ T f ixed ’ :
62 s e l f .PL = A∗ s e l f . normP
63 s e l f .TL = B∗ s e l f . normT
64 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ PT fixed ’ :
65 s e l f .PL = A∗ s e l f . normP
66 s e l f .TL = B∗ s e l f . normT
67 else :
68 raise MyError ( ’ S e t t i ng o f Point . ptype wrong f o r POINT ’ + s e l f . l a b e l )
69 ###
70 def setR ( s e l f ,A,B) :
71 i f s e l f . ptype == ’ f r e e ’ :
72 s e l f .PR = A
73 s e l f .TR = B
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74 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ P f ixed ’ :
75 s e l f .MR = s e l f . P0 # re s e t PR to P0
76 s e l f .TR = B
77 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ T f ixed ’ :
78 s e l f .MR = A
79 s e l f .TR = s e l f .T0 # re s e t TR to T0
80 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ PT fixed ’ :
81 s e l f .MR = s e l f . P0 # re s e t PR to P0
82 s e l f .TR = s e l f .T0 # re s e t TR to T0
83 else :
84 raise MyError ( ’ S e t t i ng o f Point . ptype wrong f o r POINT ’ + s e l f . l a b e l )
85 ###
86 def setRnorm ( s e l f ,A,B) :
87 i f s e l f . ptype == ’ f r e e ’ :
88 s e l f .PR = A∗ s e l f . normP
89 s e l f .TR = B∗ s e l f . normT
90 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ P f ixed ’ :
91 s e l f .PR = s e l f . P0 # re s e t PR to P0
92 s e l f .TR = B∗ s e l f . normT
93 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ T f ixed ’ :
94 s e l f .PR = A∗ s e l f . normP
95 s e l f .TR = s e l f .T0 # re s e t TR to T0
96 e l i f s e l f . ptype == ’ PT fixed ’ :
97 s e l f .PR = s e l f . P0 # re s e t PR to P0
98 s e l f .TR = s e l f .T0 # re s e t TR to T0
99 else :
100 raise MyError ( ’ S e t t i ng o f Point . ptype wrong f o r POINT ’ + s e l f . l a b e l )
101 ###
102 def g e t d i f f ( s e l f ) :
103 #pr in t ’ g e t d i f f f o r po in t : ’ , s e l f . l a b e l
104 #pr in t ’PL and PR : ’ , s e l f .PL, s e l f .PR
105 #pr in t ’TL and TR : ’ , s e l f .TL, s e l f .TR
106 out = s e l f .PR−s e l f .PL, s e l f .TR−s e l f .TL
107 return out
108 ###
109 def ge t d i f f no rm ( s e l f ) :
110 #pr in t ’ g e t d i f f f o r po in t : ’ , s e l f . l a b e l
111 #pr in t ’PL and PR : ’ , s e l f .PL, s e l f .PR
112 #pr in t ’TL and TR : ’ , s e l f .TL, s e l f .TR
113 out = ( s e l f .PR−s e l f .PL) / s e l f . normP , ( s e l f .TR−s e l f .TL) / s e l f . normT
114 return out
3.4 COMPONENTS
The second building block used to define cycle configurations is the COMPONENT. A COMPONENT
can be any of the standard components defined in the remainder of this section. Or a new
component, defined by following the instructions in section 3.14.
The components link points as shown in Fig. 4b. The purpose of these components is to
enforce a thermo dynamic and fluid dynamic constraint between adjacent points. For example
when modeling a compressor the component enforce a pressure and temperature increase between
the point on the left and right, which has to be met for a converged solution.
The following sections describe the standard components that can be used to construct a
cycle and their respective modeling approaches. Further information for setting up a simulation is
available in section 5. This includes example job.py files that show how POINTS and COMPONENTS
are defined for a range of cycles.
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3.5 HX - Source / Sink heat exchanger
(a) The HX (source/sink) component.
(b) Temperature and Pressure changes in-
side the HX component
Figure 5: The HX block.
The HX class is a building block that creates a heat source (or heat sink) with an infinite
reservoir that will heat (or cool) the working fluid to the target temperature as shown in Fig. 5.
In the simplest case the heat exchanger operates as a loss-free device that changes the working
fluid temperature to the target temperature
PpR = PpL;
TpR = T.
For this case the HX element is defined in the job.py file using
HX(hxtype,T,pL,pR,[M],Volume=0.,label=’HX’)
hxtype, defined whether the heat exchanger is a source of sink (set to ’source’ or ’sink’), pL,
and pR correspond to the upstream and downstream points, [M] a list containing the mass flow
streams, Volume the internal volume and label is an optional label for the component.
Optionally by also defining the optional variables A, L, D, N_channel, and epsilon a pressure
drop across the heat exchanger can be modelled.
HX(hxtype,T,pL,pR,[m],Volume=0., A= 0.01, L=3.0, D=[], N_channel=1, epsilon=0.)
As a minimum, A and L, the cross-sectional area and length of a single heat exchanger passage
need to be defined. The other parameters, characteristic dimension D (e.g. hydraulic diameter),
number of parallel channels N_channel, and roughness height epsilon will be set to default
values of 2
√
A
pi , 1, and 0 respectively. By setting A and L the following additional calculation is
performed to determine the pressure drop.
m˙ =
∑
Mi; (Summation across the list of mass flow elements)
ρ = 12 (ρpL + ρpR) ; µ =
1
2
(µpL + µpR)
V =
m˙
Nchannel
Aρ ;
Re = ρ V Dµ .
Next friction factor is calculated using the laminar relationship for circular pipes or using Haa-
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land’s formula
if Re < 2300 f =
64
Re
;
if Re >= 2300
1
f
1
2
= 1.8 log
[( 
D
3.7
)1.11
+
6.9
Re
]
.
The pressure drop is calculated as
∆P = f
L
D
V
2
2 g
ρ.
When modelling pressure drop in the heat exchanger, the conditions on the downstream (right)
side of the heat exchanger are set as
PpR = PpL −∆P ;
TpR = T.
3.6 RECUP - Block for co and counter flow heat exchangers
(a) The RECUP component.
(b) Temperature and pressure inside the
RECUP component
Figure 6: The RECUP block.
The RECUP building block is available to accurately model heat exchange between two fluid
streams as shown in Fig. 6. In order to correctly solve the temperature and pressure evolution
this block calls the external program HX_solver.py [4], which is a quasi 1-D heat exchanger
solver. This building block is defined as:
RECUP(fname,pL_C,pR_C,pL_H,pR_H,[M_C], [M_H], label=’RECUP’,use_T0=0)
Here fname is a file name used to define the heat exchanger, which is called by HX_solver.py.
See the HX_solver User-Manual for instructions [4]. The variables pL_C, pR_C and pL_H, pR_H
correspond to the points on the left and right side of the C and H channel within the heat
exchanger, [M_C] and [M_H] are lists of mass flow streams for the two channels, label is a
label, and use_T0 allows an earlier temperature solution to be used for the simulation to aid
convergence.
3.7 RECUP HALF - Block for co and counter flow heat exchangers
connected to fixed conditions
This is a variation on the RECUP block. It is designed for loop evaluation when one side of the
heat exchanger is connected to an external supply, for example a stream of fluid. In this case
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the H channel of the heat exchanger is defined in the file fname and the loop solver only varies
the fluid conditions in the C channel.
RECUP(fname,pL_C,pR_C,[M_C], label=’RECUP’,use_T0=0)
Variables are as per RECUP.
3.8 COMP MASSF - Compressor maintaining target mass flow
(a) The COMP MASSF component. (b) Compressor operation - TS diagram.
Figure 7: The COMP block.
COMP MASSF creates a compressor that maintains a prescribed mass flow rate in the mass
streams going through the compressor. It use a constant compressor efficiency to calculate the
temperature rise and enthalpy change as shown in Fig. 7. A COMP_MASSF element is defined in
the job.py file using
COMP_MASSF(pL,pR,M,M_target,eta,label=’COMP’,Volume=0.)
pL and pR correspond to the upstream and downstream points, [M] is a list of mass flow elements
that go through this compressor, M_target is the target mass flow rate, eta is the compressor
isentropic efficiency, label is an optional label for the component, and Volume is the optional
internal volume of the component used for inventory calculations.
The compressor calculation starts by calculating current mass flow rate and enthalpy and
entropy at the compressor inlet:
m˙ =
∑
Mi; (Summation across the list of mass flow elements)
hin = h (PpL, TpL) ;
sin = s (PpL, TpL) ;
Next, the pressure ratio is updated based on the right pressure of the downstream component:
PRold =
PpR(right)
PpL
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Based on this pressure ratio the compressor outlet conditions are calculated using the isentropic
relations, corresponding to Fig. 7(b).
Pout = PRold × Pin;
hout, isen = h (Pout, sin) ;
∆h = =
hout, isen − hin
η
;
hout = = hin + ∆h;
Tout = T (Pout, hout) .
And compressor operating conditions are passed to the OP_Point list as
[ m˙, ‘nan’, Pin, Tin, Pout, Tout, ∆h, η ]
To enforce the correct mass flow rate through the compressor a pressure off-set is calculated
Poff−set = C1 (m˙− m˙target) where C1 is a scaling factor (typically = 100). (4)
Finally the conditions on the downstream (right) side of this type of compressor are set as
PpR = Pout + Poff−set;
TpR = Tout.
As Pout = PpR(right) this creates and error in the pressures at the downstream point, which
diminish as the target mass flow rate is reached.
3.9 COMP - Compressor operating from a compressor map
For more accurate simulations of the compressor, rather than assuming a constant efficiency it
is possible to implement a compressor map. Here performance data obtained from physical or
numerical experiments (in the form of a performance map as shown in Fig. 8) is used to evaluate
compressor performance for a given combination of pressure ratio, compressor speed and mass
flow rate.
Note that the code utilises compressor maps normalised by the design values as shown in
Fig. 8.
COMP(fname,pL,pR,[M],OP_speed,label=’COMP’)
Here fname is a file containing the compressor map data, pL and pR correspond to the upstream
and downstream points, [M] is a list of mass flow elements that go through this compressor,
OP_speed is the compressor speed(normalised), and label is an optional label for the component.
As the compressor operates with a compressible fluid, all maps must be referenced to a set of
standard inlet conditions defined by the pressure and temperature Pcorr and Tcorr. To correctly
use these maps, the parameters used for the interpolation are converted to these equivalent condi-
tions before performing the interpolation. The conversions follows the cionventions of Glassman
1972 [2]. For a given set of inlet conditions, defined by Pin and Tin, equivalent conditions are
defined as:
m˙eq = m˙
√
1
P
Vcr
Pcorr
Pin
;
Neq = N Vcr;
∆heq = hVcr,
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(a) Normalised compressor performance map. (b) Normalised speed-mass flow rate map.
Figure 8: Normalised maps used to analyse compressor operation and performance. Maps are
referenced to a standard set of inlet conditions.
where Vcr and  are calculated as:
Vcr =
γcorr (γ + 1) Tcorr
γ (γcorr + 1) Tin
;
 =
(
γcorr
2
γcorr+1
) γcorr
γcorr−1(
γ 2γ+1
) γ
γ−1
;
and the respective gass properties defined as:
γcorr =
Cp, corr
Cv, corr
; with Cp, corr = Cp (Pcorr, Tcorr) ;Cv, corr = Cv (Pcorr, Tcorr) ;
γ =
Cp
Cv
; with Cp = Cp (Pin, Tin) Cv = Cv (Pin, Tin) .
Data for an example sCO2 compressor map based on the data from Wright et al. (SNL) [8]
is included in the Appendix 7.1. Maps can be viewed using the function
$ comp_funct.py --datafile=data.py --plotmap
where data.py is the file containing the compressor map data.
The compressor map data file must finish by defining the following variables:
1# Ef f i c i e n c y Map at r e f e r ence po in t ( P corr , T corr ) , g iven as 3 l i s t s o f po in t s
2C. mdot eta = . . . L i s t o f mass f low r a t e s cor re spond ing to eta l i s t ( normal i sed
to 1 . 0 )
3C. DH eta = . . . L i s t o f DH correspond ing to eta l i s t ( normal i sed to 1 . 0 )
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4C. eta = . . . L i s t o f eta
5
6# Speed Map at r e f e r ence po in t ( P corr , T corr ) , g iven as 3 l i s t s o f po in t s
7C. mdot speed = . . . L i s t o f mass f low r a t e s cor re spond ing to speed l i s t (
normal i sed to 1 . 0 )
8C. speed = . . . L i s t o f speed ( normal i sed to 1 . 0 )
9C. DH speed = . . . L i s t o f DH correspond ing to speed l i s t ( normal i sed to 1 . 0 )
10
11# Design Point at r e f e r ence po in t ( P corr , T corr )
12C. mdot design = . . . Design mass f low ra t e at equ iva l en t c ond i t i on s
13C. DH design = . . . Design DH at equ iva l en t c ond i t i on s
14C. speed de s i gn = . . . Design speed at equ iva l en t c ond i t i on s
15C. e t a de s i gn = . . . E f f i c i e n c y at the des ign po int
16
17# Proper t i e s o f the Surge Lines at r e f e r ence po in t ( P corr , T corr )
18C. mdot surge = . . . L i s t o f mass f l ows along surge l i n e
19C. dh surge = . . . L i s t o f DH along the surge l i n e
20C. speed surge = . . . L i s t o f speed along the surge l i n e
21
22# Reference Point f o r the map
23C. Tcorr = . . . Temperature at r e f e r e n c e po int used for the maps
24C. Pcorr = . . . Pres sure at r e f e r e n c e po int used for the maps
25
26# Other parameters ( op t i ona l )
27C. Volume = . . . I n t e r n a l Volume o f Compressor
The first two sets of values define the compressor performance maps at the reference point defined
by (Pcorr and Tcorr). Next the map design point, defined by the design mass flow rate, design
enthalpy increase, design speed, and efficiency at the design point are provided, however at
equivalent conditions. The calculation can be assisted by calling the functions
N_eq = get_N_eq(N_design, T_corr, P_corr, T_in, P_in)
mdot_eq = get_mdot_eq(mdot_design, T_corr, P_corr, T_in, P_in))
dh_eq = get_h_eq(dh_design, T_corr, P_corr, T_in, P_in)
where N_design, mdot_design and dh_design are the design values at the design inlet conditions
defined by P_in and T_in.
The actual compressor calculation is performed by the function comp_funct.py and the
internal function calc_downstream(), which is supplied with the actual compressor mass flow
rate, speed and inlet conditions. The first step of the calculation is to convert the compressor
speed and mass flow to equivalent values.
Neq = Neq (N, Tin, Pin, Tcorr, Pcorr) ;
m˙eq = Meq (m˙, Tin, Pin, Tcorr, Pcorr) ;
Using these equivalent values the speed vs mass flow rate map (Fig. 8b) is interpolated to obtain
the equivalent enthalpy rise ∆heq. This corresponds to the change in energy that is provided
by the compressor for a given set of inlet conditions (Pin, Tin) and the compressor operating
condition defined by rotor speed and mass flow rate (N , m˙).
Next using the values of equivalent mass flow rate and equivalent enthalpy rise the perfor-
mance map (Fig. 8a) is interpolated to obtain the compressor isentropic efficiency, η for these
conditions.
Finally after ∆heq has been converted back to actual conditions using the function
dh = get_h(dh_eq,T_corr,P_corr, T_in, P_in)
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the compressor outlet conditions are calculated in accordance with Fig. 7b
hin = h (PpL, TpL) ; sin = s (PpL, TpL) ;
∆hisen = η∆h;
hout, isen = hin + ∆hisen;
hout = hin + ∆h;
Pout = P (hout, isen, sin) ; Tout = T (Pout, hout) ;
The final compressor operating conditions are passed to the OP_Point list as
[ m˙, N, Pin, Tin, Pout, Tout, ∆h, η ]
3.10 TURB ER - Turbine maintaining target expansion ratio
(a) The TURBINE ER component. (b) Turbine operation - TS diagram.
Figure 9: The TURBINE block.
TURB ER creates a turbines that maintains a constant expansion ratio and use a constant
turbine efficiency to calculate the temperature drop and enthalpy change as shown in Fig. 9. A
TURB_ER element is defined in the job.py file using
TURB_ER(pL,pR,[M],target_ER,eta,label=’TURB’,Volume=0.)
pL and pR correspond to the upstream and downstream points, [M] is a list of mass flow elements
that go through this turbine, target_ER is the expansion ratio, eta is the turbine isentropic
efficiency, label is an optional label for the component, and Volume is the optional internal
volume of the component used for inventory calculations.
The turbine calculation starts by adjusting the mass flow rate and calculating the enthalpy
and entropy at the turbine inlet:
m˙ =
∑
Mi; (Summation across the list of mass flow elements)
hin = h (PpL, TpL) ;
sin = s (PpL, TpL) ;
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Next the expansion ratio and isentropic relations, corresponding to Fig. 9(b) are used to obtain
the turbine outlet conditions .
Pout =
Pin
ER
;
hout, isen = h (Pout, sin) ;
∆h = (hout, isen − hin)× η;
hout = hin + ∆h;
Tout = T (Pout, hout) .
The final turbine operating conditions are passed to the OP_Point list as
[ m˙, ‘nan’, Pin, Tin, Pout, Tout, ∆h, η ]
3.11 TURB - Turbine operating from a turbine map
For more accurate simulations of turbine performance, rather than assuming a constant efficiency
it is possible to implement a turbine performance map. Performance data obtained from physical
or numerical experiments (in the form of a performance map as shown in Fig. 11) is used to
evaluate turbine performance for a given combination of expansion ratio, turbine rotational
speed, and mass flow rate. Several example maps for a scaled radial inflow gas turbines are
presented in the Appendix 7.2.
Figure 10: Normalised Turbine Map
Note that the code utilises turbine maps normalised by the design values as shown in Fig. 10.
It has been shown that for turbines, the mass flow rate predominantly is a function of inlet
conditions and rotational speed and that efficiency predominantly is a function of spouting
velocity to rotor speed ratio. Using these simplifications the performance map from Fig. 10
can be split into a map of expansion ratio versus mass flow rate (see Fig. 11a) and a single
performance curve (see Fig. 11b).
A TURB element is defined in the job.py file using:
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(a) Normalised compressor performance map. (b) Normalised speed-mass flow rate map.
Figure 11: Normalised maps used to analyse turbine operation and performance. Maps are
referenced to a standard set of inlet conditions.
TURB(fname,pR,pL,[M],N_turb,label=’Turbine’,map_type=0)
fname is a file counting the turbine map data, pL and pR correspond to the upstream and
downstream points, [M] is a list of mass flow elements that go through this turbine, N_turb the
normalised rotational speed, map_type a flag to select the style of the input map, and label
an optional label for the component. map_type has two settings. 0, in this case the input file
contains data correponding to Fig. 11 and 1, in this case the input data corresponds to Fig. 10
For the simulations, the maps are normalised by reference values (original design values).
The normalised maps together with target values for the present design are provided within
the turbine map data file. The code then uses the resulting scaled map to predict the turbine
performance for a given set of input conditions and rotor speed.
The turbine map can be viewed using the function
$ turb_funct.py --datafile=data.py --plotmap
where data.py is the file containing the turbine map data.
The turbine map data file must finish by defining the following variables:
1# Define r e l a t i o n s h i p between e f f i c i e n c y and spout ing v e l o c i t y
2T. uc = . . . L i s t o f spout ing v e l o c i t y r a t i o s
3T. eta = . . . L i s t o f e f f i c i e n c i e s cor re spond ing to spout ing v e l o c i t y r a t i o s
4
5# Rela t ion sh ip between mass f l ow parameter , expansion r a t i o and speed , g iven as 3
l i s t s o f po in t s
6T. er = . . . L i s t o f expansion r a t i o s ( normal i sed )
7T.mfp = . . . L i s t o f mass f low parameter ( normal i sed ) cor re spond ing to
expansion r a t i o s
8T. speed = . . . L i s t o f r o t o r speed ( normal i sed ) cor re spond ing to expansion
r a t i o s
9
25
10# Reference i n l e t cond i t i ons f o r d e f i n i t i o n o f des ign performance
11T. T0 design= . . . Temperature for des ign i n l e t c ond i t i on s
12T. P0 des ign= . . . Pres sure for des ign i n l e t c ond i t i on s
13
14# Define tu rb ine des ign cond i t i ons
15T. U C design = . . . Design v e l o c i t y r a t i o
16T. e t a de s i gn = . . . Turbine e f f i c i e n c y at des ign v e l o c i t y r a t i o
17T. e r d e s i g n = . . . Expansion r a t i o at des ign cond i t i on
18T. mfp des ign = . . . Mass f low parameter at des ign cond i t i on
19T. speed de s i gn = . . . Rotor speed at des ign cond i t i on
20
21# Other parameters ( op t i ona l )
22T. Volume = . . . I n t e r n a l Volume o f Compressor
The first two sets of values define the turbine performance curve and the map relating the
mass flow parameter, speed, and expansion ratio at the reference point defined next by P0 and
T0. Finally the actual design point is defined by setting design velocity ratio, efficiency at
design point, design expansion ratio, design rotational speed, and design mass flow parameter,
corresponding to the design inlet conditions.
The actual turbine calculation is performed by the function turb_funct.py and the internal
function calc_downstream(), which is supplied with the actual turbine mass flow rate, speed
and inlet conditions.
As the turbine operates with a compressible fluid and varying inlet conditions, mass flow
rate and shaft speed need to be either appropriately scaled to reference conditions or non-
dimensionalised. For the present implementation they are scaled as follows. Mass flow rate is
scaled using the mass flow parameter MFP , defined as:
MFP = m˙
√
Tin
Pin[bar]
.
Similarly the rotor speed is scaled to
Ncorr = N
√
Tin, design√
Tin
,
to account for the change in fluid speed of sound and stage Mach number [7]. These approxima-
tions, which assume ideal gas properties are valid as long as the turbine inlet condition remain
in the vicinity of the reference values (P0, T0) and as long as as the inlet conditions are far away
from the critical point.
Using the combination of corrected rotor speed, Ncorr and mass flow parameter MFP , the
map in Fig. 11a is used to obtain the corresponding expansion ratio ER. This defines the pressure
difference between the inlet and outlet. Next, based on the inlet conditions the isentropic spouting
velocity, C is calculated as
C =
√√√√2CP Tin, total(1− ( Pout
Pin, total
) γ−1
γ
)
.
From this the spouting velocity ratio UC is evaluated as
U
C
=
U
C
∣∣∣∣
design
N
Ndesign
Cdesign
C
.
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Once UC has been established, the corresponding turbine efficiency is obtained from Fig. 11a.
With the known expansion ratio and the efficiency, power extracted, and turbine exit condi-
tions can be calculated in accordance with Fig. 9b.
hin = h (PpL, TpL) ; sin = s (PpL, TpL) ;
Pout = PpL/ER;
hout, isen = h (Pout, sin) ; ∆hisen = hin − hout, isen;
∆h = η∆hisen; hout = hin −∆h;
Tout = T (Pout, hout) ;
The final turbine operating conditions are passed to the OP_Point list as[
m˙, N, Pin, Tin, Pout, Tout, ∆h, η, MFP,
U
C
, ER
]
3.12 MERGE - Flow merge 2 streams → 1 stream
Figure 12: The MERGE block.
MERGE is a simple merging device that combines two parallel incoming streams into a single
outgoing stream as shown in Fig. 12. The three stream are defined by the points pL0 and pL1
(incoming) and pR (outgoing). The mass flow split defined by the mass fractions at each point.
To ensure continuity,
m˙pL0 + m˙pL1 = m˙pR.
The merge process is considered loss free, hence the pressure at the inlet and outlet should match.
The merge is modelled by mapping pressure from pL0 to pR and then applying an additional
constraint which tries to match pressure as pL0 and pL1. This ensures that once the solution
has converged all three pressures are identical. In the case of energy MERGE allows for mixing
of fluids with different temperatures. The final mixed temperature is obtained by considering
conservation of enthalpy.
hL0 = h (PpL0, TpL0) ; hL1 = h (PpL1, TpL1) ;
hR =
massfpL0 hL0+massfpL1 hL1
massfpL0+massfpL1
;
TpR = T (PR, hR) ,
where h and T are equation of state calls.
A MERGE element is defined in the job.py file using
MERGE(pL0,pL1,pR,ML0,ML1,MR,label=’MERGE’)
pL0, pL1, and pR correspond to the two upstream and one downstream points, ML0, ML1, and
MR are the lists of mass flows rates in the two left branches and on the right, and label is an
optional label for the component.
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3.13 PIPE - Pipe section
(a) The PIPE component.
(b) Temperature and pressure inside the
PIPE component
Figure 13: The PIPE block.
The PIPE component can be used for modelling the pressure drop in adiabatic pipe sections,
as shown in Fig. 13. The pressure drop is calculated using Haaland’s formula applied to the pipe
average conditions. For cases where large changes in Reynolds number are expected between
pipe inlet and outlet it will be more accurate to uses multiple pipe segments in series.
A PIPE element is defined in the job.py file using
PIPE(pL,pR,A,L,M,label=’pipe’,D=[],epsilon=0.,loss=1.)
pL and pR correspond to the upstream and downstream points, A is the pipe cross-sectional
area, L length, M the list of mass flow rates through the pipe and label is an optional label for
the component. Additional optional variables are D, which allows the hydraulic diameter to be
defined for non circular pipes, epsilon, the roughness height for non smooth pipes, and loss,
which can be used to select the friction factor correlation.
If no value for D is specificed, the pipe diameter is calculated as
D =
2
√
A
pi
The pressure drop in the pipe is calculated as:
m˙ =
∑
Mi; (Summation across the list of mass flow elements)
ρ = 12 (ρpL + ρpR) ; µ =
1
2
(µpL + µpR)
V =
m˙
Nchannel
Aρ ;
Re = ρ V Dµ
Next friction factor is calculated using the laminar relationship for circular pipes or using Haa-
land’s formula
if Re < 2300 f =
64
Re
;
if Re >= 2300
1
f
1
2
= 1.8 log
[( 
D
3.7
)1.11
+
6.9
Re
]
.
The pressure drop is calculated as
∆P = f
L
D
V
2
2 g
ρ.
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The conditions at the downstream (right) side of the pipe are set as
PpR = PpL −∆P ;
TpR = T.
3.14 New Custom Components
New components can be added my creating corresponding new classes in Components.py. The
skeleton for such a new class is:
1 class NAME:
2 i n s t an c e s = [ ]
3 def i n i t ( s e l f , pL ,pR, l a b e l=’NAME’ ) :
4 s e l f . c l a s s . i n s t an c e s . append ( s e l f )
5 s e l f . type = ’NAME’
6 s e l f . pL = pL
7 s e l f . pR = pR
8 s e l f . l a b e l = l a b e l
9 s e l f . mass = [ ]
10 s e l f . s e t mas s f ( )
11
12 # Add ex t ra component s p e c i f i c data here
13 # . . .
14
15 ###
16 def set MASS ( s e l f ) :
17 s e l f .MASS = 0 .
18 for m in s e l f .M:
19 s e l f .MASS = s e l f .MASS+ m. mass
20 ###
21 def s e t f l u i d ( s e l f ) :
22 f l u i d L = s e l f . pL . f l u i d ; f l u i d R = s e l f . pR . f l u i d
23 i f f l u i d L == f lu i d R :
24 s e l f . f l u i d = f l u i d L
25 else :
26 raise MyError ( ”Fluid types o f po in t s connected to NAME don ’ t agree . ” )
27 ###
28 def evalR ( s e l f , massflow ) :
29 # ad ju s t mass f l ow based on mass f rac t ion massf
30 massflow = s e l f . massf∗massflow
31
32 # New code to c a l c u l a t e downstream cond i t i ons
33 # . . . .
34 # . . . .
35
36 # se t cond i t i ons on l e f t s i d e o f downstream point .
37 s e l f . pR . setL ( P out , T out )
38
39 # se t opera t ing po in t data
40 s e l f . OP Point = [ massflow , ’ nan ’ , PL, TL, PR, TR, 0 . ]
41 ###
42 def ca l c mass ( s e l f ) :
43 # func t ion to re turn mass o f working f l u i d s to red in components
44 i f len ( s e l f . mass ) == 0 :
45 s e l f . mass = 0 .0
46 ###
47 def wr i t e ( s e l f , fp ) :
48 ’ ’ ’
49 f unc t i on to wr i t e data to output f i l e
29
50 ’ ’ ’
51 fp . wr i t e ( ”TYPE = NEW \n” )
52 fp . wr i t e ( ”Other u s e f u l in fo rmat ion about new component” )
53 fp . wr i t e ( ”−−− \n” )
To ensure compatibility with the main solver the class needs to have the internal functions:
init (self,pL,pR,label=’NAME’): As a minimum the POINTS on the upstream (left) side,
pL and downstream (right) side, pR of the component must be defined. Furthermore during
the initialisation process the instances list must be appended, to ensure a list of all the
components is maintained. If required, further component specific constants can be defined.
set massf : Function that sets mass flow fraction through component based on mass faction at
up and downstream points. This function must be called during initialisation process.
set fluid : Function to set fluid type in the current component
evalR : Function to evaluate conditions on downstream (right) side of component as a function
of mass flow rate and other component specific data. This function must complete the
following tasks:
• Set pressure and temperature on downstream side of component by using:
self.pR.setL(P_out,T_out)
• Define operating point vector:
self.OP_Point = [ massflow, Speed, Pin, Tin, Pout, Tout, delta_h, eta]
This vector can be expanded for extra data (e.g. see RECUP), but additional post
processing steps may be required.
calc mass : Function to calculate mass of working fluid that is stored inside the component.
write : Function to write information to output file.
In addition the following parts of the main Cycle.py code need to be modified:
• Add + NAME.instances to ’Components’ variable in main()
3.15 Parameter Settings - Generic
3.15.1 Heat exchangers
When simulating heat exchangers the external software HX_solver.py is called. A detailed
documentation for this is provides in [4].
The inputs for the heat exchanger simulation code are set in a separate job file, which is
called by the main routine. The inputs are split into three different classes corresponding to
M for the modelling specific parameters, G for the geometry specific parameters, and F for the
fluid specific parameters. The input parameters are specified using the syntax A.xx = 123 or
A.xx=’string’, where A identifies the class and xx specifies the specific variable name. The
following is a short description of their meanings.
The following geometry specific parameters can be set using G.xx = ... :
• HXtype: Defines the Heat exchanger type and associated modelling assumptions.
See the User Manual for HX_solver [4] for a list of supported heat exchanger types and
detailed instructions on how to input heat exchanger geometries.
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• HX_L (m): Length of the heat exchanger
• k_wall (W m−1 K−1): Thermal conductivity of heat exchanger material
The following fluid specific parameters can be set using F.xx = ... :
• fluid (=): String to specify fluid type. See CoolProp documentation for supported fluids
[1].
• TH_in (K): Inlet temperature for H channel.
• mdotH (kg /s): Mass flow rate for H channel.
• PH_in (Pa): Inlet pressure for H channel.
• PH_out (Pa) (optional): Outlet pressure for H channel. Will default to PH in.
• TC_in (K): Inlet temperature for C channel.
• mdotC (kg /s): Mass flow rate for C channel.
• PC_in (Pa): Inlet pressure for C channel.
• PC_out (Pa) (optional): Outlet pressure for C channel. Will default to PC in.
• T_ext (K) (optional): Surrounding temperature for calculation of power loss to surround-
ing.
The following model specific parameters can be set using M.xx = ... :
• N_cell (=): Number of cells used for spatial discretization
• flag_axial ([0 / 1]): switch to select if thermal conduction in the axial direction is to
be included
• external_loss ([0 / 1]): switch to select if thermal loss to the surroundings should be
included
• CorrelationH ([1 / 2]): switch to select heat transfer correlation for H channel. See
UserManual for available options.
• CorrelationC ([1 / 2]) (optional): switch to select heat transfer correlation for C channel.
See UserManual for available options. Will default to CorrelationH if not specified.
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4 Debugging Hints
This section provides some details on how to overcome simulation hurdles, for example if the
code does not converge and how to resolve the most common error messages.
4.1 Incorrect number of equations and unknowns
Error Message:
More equations than variables. The problem is over-constraint and cannot be solved
and
Less equations than variables. The problem is under-constraint and cannot be solved.
These messages identify that the problem is over or under constrained. This can particularly
be the case when complex flow systems with multiple splits and merges and mass flow streams
have been defined. The following check list can assist in resolving this error:
• Has cycle pressure been constrained at a one point in the close loop, or inlet % outlet in
an open loop simulation?
• When using multiple mass flow streams consider if these should be treated as two parallel
”free” streams or if one should be defined as a ratio of one another.
– Do parallel streams have an independent m˙ vs ∆P relationship?
– Will the independent relationship result in a determinate solution? (For example flow
through two parallel heat exchangers without pressure drop results in a in-determinate
solution for mass flow split between both)
4.2 Crashing of CoolProp
When simulating cycles close to the critical point or when using fluids that have non linear
properties, the CoolProp fluid property library is employed. Particularly when simulating cycles
close to the critical point this can lead to failures when the equation of state fails to converge. In
most cases the crash of CoolProp is triggered within one of the heat exchangers or the recuperator.
To investigate this further it is possible to open the data files of the respective heat exchangers,
e.g. HX1_py, which will contain heat exchanger boundary conditions that were employed at the
last iterative step. If the inlet properties to the heat exchanger are sensible, it is possible to
run a stand-alone heat exchanger simulation using HX_solver [4] to explore the temperature
distribution inside of the heat exchanger. The is achieved using the command:
$ HX_solver.py --job=HX1.py By altering the settings in HX1.py and re-running it is possible
to investigate the effect alterations the heat exchanger modelling approach or geometry at the
given set of heat exchanger boundary conditions.
4.3 Solution diverges
The following check list can assist in resolving this error:
• Has cycle pressure been constrained at a one point in the close loop?
• Have all links been set correctly?
• Try running a simplified cycle, for example using COMP_MASSF and TURB_ER instead of
components maps. Then use the solution from this cycle simulation to initialise your
current simulation.
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• Try to set cycle boundary conditions (pump inlet conditions) further away from the critical
point. Once a stable cycle has been obtained, use the results as initial conditions for the
points and progressively move the boundary conditions closer to the critical point.
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5 Examples and Validation
This section includes a number of example cycles that have been successfully analysed using
Cycle.py. These highlight the capability of the tool and also provide a reference library that
can be used as a starting point when building new cycles. Further examples are available from
the $ \examples folder in the repository.
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5.1 Recuperated sCO2 Brayton cycle - fixed mass flow and expansion
ratio
The simplest power cycle that is expected to return viable efficiencies from a closed loop sCO2
cycle is the recuperated closed loop Brayton cycle. The cycle is schematically shown in Fig. 14.
By adding a recuperator (also known as an economiser) useable thermal energy is transferred
from the hot exhaust gas to the cold inlet gas after the exit of the compressor. Thus by preheating
the compressed gas before it is exposed to the high temperature energy source, the amount of
net energy input required to reach the turbine inlet conditions is reduced. The net effect is a
significant reduction in required heat in and out of the cycle and a resulting increase in cycle
efficiency.
Figure 14: Schematic for a recuperated Brayton cycle.
The simplest modelling approach for such a cycle is to use prescribed conditions. This is done
by using the COMP_MASSF, which takes the cycle mass flow rate, 11 kg/s in this case as the input
and fixes the cycle mass flow rate to this value. In addition by using the TURB_ER components
the cycle expansion ratio across the turbine and thus the cycle pressure ratio is fixed to a value
of 2.2. Using these two components and fixing the cycle pressure at the inlet to the compressor
to 9.0 MPa, fixes the pressures in the cycle and the remaining temperatures and pressures in the
cycle can be evaluated.
The code for setting up the example is given below and the corresponding file is available in
the repository at
$\Examples\Recuperated_Brayton_Prescribed\Job.py.
1 ”””
2 Example input f i l e f o r c y c l e mode l l e r
3
4 Recuperated Brayton cy c l e with f i x ed compressor and turb ine e f f i c i e n c i e s
5
6 Author : Ingo Jahn
7 Last Modif ied : 10/02/2017
8 ”””
9
10
11# se t f l u i d
12 gdata . i ter = 10
13 gdata . p r i n t f l a g = 2 .
14 gdata . optim = ’ root : hybr ’
15
16# se t mass f l ows
17m1 = MASS( 1 0 . , ’CO2 ’ , l a b e l=’m1 ’ )
18
35
19# Define con t ro l po in t s and i n t i a l cond i t i ons
20 P0=9.0 e6 ; P1 = 19 .8 e6 ; t0 =305. ; t1 = 80 0 . ; t2 = 700 .
21 p0 = POINT(P0 , t0 , ’ p0 ’ , ptype=’ P f ixed ’ )
22 p1 = POINT(P1 , t0 , ’ p1 ’ )
23 p2 = POINT(P1 , t0 , ’ p2 ’ )
24 p3 = POINT(P1 , t1 , ’ p3 ’ )
25 p4 = POINT(P0 , t2 , ’ p4 ’ )
26 p5 = POINT(P0 , t2 , ’ p5 ’ )
27
28# Define Heat Exchangers
29 hx1 = HX( ’ source ’ , 8 00 . , p2 , p3 , [m1] , l a b e l=’HX hot ’ )
30 hx2 = HX( ’ s ink ’ , 3 05 . , p5 , p0 , [m1] , l a b e l=’ HX cold ’ )
31
32 hx3 = RECUP( ’HX1 job . py ’ , p1 , p2 , p4 , p5 , [m1 ] , [m1 ] )
33
34# Define Turbines
35 t1 = TURB ER(p3 , p4 , [m1] , 2 . 2 , 0 . 8 9 , l a b e l=’ Turbine ’ )
36
37
38# Define Compressors
39 c1 = COMPMASSF(p0 , p1 , [m1] , 1 1 . , 0 . 6 5 , l a b e l=’ Compressor ’ )
A successful run will provide the following outputs:
CYCLE DATA
Mass flow rate : [‘11.00’] (kg/s)
Turbine Efficiencies :
Turbine eta : 89.00 (%)
Compressor Efficiencies :
COMP eta : 65.00 (%)
Q_in (in) (kW): 2724.22
Q_out (out)(kW): 1860.87
Q_net (in) (kW): 863.35
W_turb (out)(kW): 1104.85
W_comp (in) (kW): 241.49
W_net (out)(kW): 863.36
Cycle eta W_net/Q_in : 31.69 (%)
Carnot eta (1- T_c/T_h) : 61.88 (%)
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5.2 Recuperated sCO2 Brayton cycle - compressor and turbine maps
This example use the same cycle as the previous section, 5.1. However, instead of using a
compressor providing a fixed mass flow rate and a turbine operating with a fixed expansion
ratio, the cycle uses performance maps to infer the turbomachinery component performance.
The current example uses the compressor and turbine maps described in the appendices 7.1 and
7.2.
In this cycle by changing the compressor speed N_comp and turbine speed N_turb the steady
state operating point is shifted and realistic changes in cycle performance are obtained.
As the performance maps only have a limited range of validity care must be taken when
setting up initial conditions. A poor selection of initial conditions can result in the optimiser
requesting performance data from outside the map region which results in a break down of
the solution process. It is advised to run the cycle first using the simpler fixed mass flow rate
compressor and fixed expansion ratio turbine as per the example in section 5.1 to get improved
estimate of the initial values.
The code for setting up the example is given below and the corresponding file is available in
the repository at
$ \Examples\Recuperated_Brayton_map\Job.py.
1 ”””
2 Example input f i l e f o r c y c l e mode l l e r
3
4 Recuperated Brayton cy c l e running from compressor and turb ine map .
5 Var iab le Speed Turbine
6
7 Author : Ingo Jahn
8 Last Modif ied : 10/02/2017
9 ”””
10
11# se t f l u i d
12 gdata . i ter = 10
13 gdata . p r i n t f l a g = 2 .
14 gdata . optim = ’ root : Newton−CG’
15
16# se t mass f l ows
17m1 = MASS( 1 0 . , ’CO2 ’ , l a b e l=’m1 ’ )
18
19# Define con t ro l po in t s and i n t i a l cond i t i ons
20 P0=9.0 e6 ; P1 = 19 .8 e6 ; t0 =305. ; t1 = 80 0 . ; t2 = 700 .
21 p0 = POINT(P0 , t0 , ’ p0 ’ , ptype=’ P f ixed ’ )
22 p1 = POINT(P1 , t0 , ’ p1 ’ )
23 p2 = POINT(P1 , t0 , ’ p2 ’ )
24 p3 = POINT(P1 , t1 , ’ p3 ’ )
25 p4 = POINT(P0 , t2 , ’ p4 ’ )
26 p5 = POINT(P0 , t2 , ’ p5 ’ )
27
28# Define Heat Exchangers
29 hx1 = HX( ’ source ’ , 8 00 . , p2 , p3 , [m1] , l a b e l=’HX hot ’ )
30 hx2 = HX( ’ s ink ’ , 3 05 . , p5 , p0 , [m1] , l a b e l=’ HX cold ’ )
31 hx3 = RECUP( ’HX1 job . py ’ , p1 , p2 , p4 , p5 , [m1 ] , [m1 ] )
32
33# Define Turbines
34 N turb = 0 .9
35 t1 = TURB( ’ tu rb ine data . py ’ , p3 , p4 , [m1] , N turb )
36
37# Define Compressors
38 N comp = 1.0 # permi s s i b l e range 0.95 −−> 1.15
37
39 c1 = COMP( ’ comp data . py ’ , p0 , p1 , [m1] , N comp)
A succesful run will provide the following outputs:
CYCLE DATA
Mass flow rate : [‘11.22’] (kg/s)
Turbine Efficiencies :
Turbine eta : 76.82 (%)
Compressor Efficiencies :
COMP eta : 66.96 (%)
Q_in (in) (kW): 2585.63
Q_out (out)(kW): 1877.34
Q_net (in) (kW): 708.30
W_turb (out)(kW): 933.27
W_comp (in) (kW): 224.97
W_net (out)(kW): 708.30
Cycle eta W_net/Q_in : 27.39 (%)
Carnot eta (1- T_c/T_h) : 61.88 (%)
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5.3 Recuperated sCO2 Brayton recompression cycle
The performance of the recuperated Brayton cycles operating with sCO2 is limited by a thermal
pinch-point that develops inside of the recuperator. This pinch point develops due to the non-
linear thermodynamic properties of the working fluid in the supercritical region and becomes
especially significant close to the critical point. In order to increase the amount of energy that
can be recuperated and thereby to increase the cycle thermal efficiency it is possible to split
the recuperator and to split the mass flow rate between two compressors. The result is a low
temperature recuperator which has a higher mass flow rate on the low pressure side (hot side)
than the high pressure side (cold side). Accurately modelling such a cycle creates significant
additional complexity as both compressors interact to define the respective mass flow rate split
and also the total mass flow rate through the turbine which defines the cycle pressure ratio.
Figure 15: Schematic for aRecompression Brayton cycle.
The code for setting up this example is given below and the corresponding file is available in
the repository at
$ \Examples\Recuperated_Brayton_map\Job1.py.
1 ”””
2 Example input f i l e f o r c y c l e mode l l e r
3
4 Recompression cy c l e running from compressor and turb ine map .
5 Fixed Speed Turbine
6
7 Author : Ingo Jahn
8 Last Modif ied : 10/02/2017
9 ”””
10# se t f l u i d
11 gdata . i ter = 5
12 gdata . p r i n t f l a g = 2
13 gdata . optim = ’ root : hybr ’
14
15# se t mass f l ows
16m1 = MASS( 1 1 . , ’CO2 ’ , l a b e l=’m1 ’ )
17m2 = MASS( 2 . 8 , ’CO2 ’ , l a b e l=’m2 ’ )
18
19# Define con t ro l po in t s and i n t i a l cond i t i ons
20 P0=9e6 ; P1 = 19 .8 e6 ;
21 t1 =307. ; t2 =328. ; t3 =347. ; t4 =347. ; t5 =620. ; t6 =800. ; t7 =711. ; t8 =363. ; t9 =331. ;
t10 = 32 2 . ; t11 =313. ; t12=332.
22
23 p0 = POINT(P0 , t1 , ’ p0 ’ , ptype=’ P f ixed ’ )
39
24 p1 = POINT(P1 , t2 , ’ p1 ’ )
25 p2 = POINT(P1 , t3 , ’ p2 ’ )
26 p3 = POINT(P1 , t4 , ’ p3 ’ )
27 p4 = POINT(P1 , t5 , ’ p4 ’ )
28 p5 = POINT(P1 , t6 , ’ p5 ’ )
29 p6 = POINT(P0 , t7 , ’ p6 ’ )
30 p7 = POINT(P0 , t8 , ’ p7 ’ )
31 p8 = POINT(P0 , t9 , ’ p8 ’ )
32 p9= POINT(P1 , t12 , ’ p9 ’ )
33
34# Define Heat Exchangers
35 hx1 = HX( ’ source ’ , 8 00 . , p4 , p5 , [ m1,m2] , l a b e l=’HX hot ’ )
36 hx2 = HX( ’ s ink ’ , 3 07 . , p8 , p0 , [m1] , l a b e l=’ HX cold ’ )
37
38 hx3 = RECUP( ’HX1 job . py ’ , p1 , p2 , p7 , p8 , [m1 ] , [m1,m2] , l a b e l=’Low Temp. Recup . ’ )
39 hx4 = RECUP( ’HX2 job . py ’ , p3 , p4 , p6 , p7 , [ m1,m2 ] , [m1,m2] , l a b e l=’High Temp. Recup . ’ )
40
41# Define Turbines
42 N turb = 1 .0
43 t1 = TURB( ’ tu rb ine data2 . py ’ , p5 , p6 , [ m1,m2] , N turb , l a b e l=’ Turbine ’ )
44
45# Define Compressors
46 N comp1 = 1 .0 # permi s s i b l e range 0.95 −−> 1.15
47 c1 = COMP( ’ comp data1 . py ’ , p0 , p1 , [m1] , N comp1 , l a b e l=’MC’ )
48
49 N comp2 = 1 .1 # permi s s i b l e range 0.95 −−> 1.15
50 c2 = COMP( ’ comp data2 . py ’ , p8 , p9 , [m2] , N comp2 , l a b e l=’RC’ )
51
52# MERGE
53m1 = MERGE(p2 , p9 , p3 , [m1 ] , [m2 ] , [m1,m2] , l a b e l=’MERGE’ )
A successful run will provide the following outputs:
CYCLE DATA
Mass flow rate : [‘10.43’, ‘3.61’] (kg/s)
Turbine Efficiencies :
Turbine eta : 88.21 (%)
Compressor Efficiencies :
MC eta : 67.00 (%)
RC eta : 67.00 (%)
Q_in (in) (kW): 2660.52
Q_out (out)(kW): 1727.50
Q_net (in) (kW): 933.02
W_turb (out)(kW): 1344.97
W_comp (in) (kW): 411.95
W_net (out)(kW): 933.02
Cycle eta W_net/Q_in : 35.07 (%)
Carnot eta (1- T_c/T_h) : 61.62 (%)
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7 Appendix
7.1 Example sCO2 Compressor map
Performance data for supercritical compressors operating with inlet conditions near the critical
point are sparse. The only reported experimental data is from experimental campaigns at Sandia
National Laboratories by Wright et al. [8].
For the examples presented in this report a compressor map was generated based on the
data from Wright. Being a very small compressor the efficiencies of this unit are expected to be
somewhat below what will be attained in future commercial scale implementations. Nevertheless
in the absence of alternative experimental data this compressor map can be used for preliminary
investigations and if necessary scaled to accommodate compressor improvements anticipated in
the future.
A key aspect to consider when scaling compressor maps is the inlet conditions and their
vicinity to the critical point. As the inlet condition moves both with respect to inlet pressure
and inlet temperature large changes in inlet density arise. These have a significant impact on
the absolute and relative fluid velocities at the impeller inlet and outlet and consequently will
influence the characteristics of the compressor. Thus to ensure accurate prediction of compressor
performance from compressor maps it is essential to keep the inlet conditions during operation
close to the nominal compressor design conditions.
Contrary as the increase in static enthalpy in a compressor occurs in the diffuser, once the
fluid has left the rotor, overall pressure ratio and outlet conditions only have a weak influence on
the shape of the performance map. Thus it is possible to scale the map in regards to enthalpy
increase (pressure ratio) without a significant loss in accuracy.
The map for the Sandia compressor [8], normalised to the critical point and with design
properties defined as: Mass flow rate, m˙ = 3.53 kg/s; N = 75 000 RPM; ∆h = 10 107.9 J/kg at
inlet conditions of P = 7.687× 106 Pa; T = 305.3 K are shown in Fig. 16.
(a) (b)
Figure 16: Performance map for a sCO2 compressor [8].
7.2 Example sCO2 Turbine map
At present there are no fully characterised radial inflow turbine maps for sCO2 due to current
test facilities being coupled to a compressor [8]. For the present version of the turbine model, an
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appropriately scaled gas turbine is used to approximate the off-design performance of a sCO2
device.
Performance characteristics of a gas turbine can be scaled to the desired cycle through simi-
larity considerations of two principal attributes. Two turbines can be considered similar if they
are similar in terms of forces (pressure ratio) and speed (stage mach number) [7]. There will
however be a difference in viscous effects, characterised by the stage Reynolds number, this effect
is usually considered secondary in scaling machinery [5] .
Research interest in the 1960’s for characterising high performance radial inflow gas turbines
was high. At the time one of the organisations investigating these turbines was Ricardo & Co.,
who published a key study characterising the performance of a family of radial inflow turbines
[3]. The turbines investigated in that study feature geometry characteristic of power generation
applications (i.e. minimal tip clearances, inclusion of nozzle guide vanes, a large radius ratio,
contoured rotor hub body at entrance to diffuser). Consequently published values of total to
static efficiency from this study are close to the maximum attainable for this design of turbine at
approximately 90 %. Furthermore, the turbines investigated in the Ricardo study are of a purely
radial inflow design, which is a candidate design for sCO2 owing to the anticipated high blade
loading. From the family of turbines in the Ricardo study, the A70 is selected as a baseline to
scale for the present study owing to the following features:
1. The geometry and performance are fully disclosed.
2. The 70◦ stator nozzle corresponds to the theoretical optimum for radial inflow turbines [7].
3. The ’A’ profile turbine is per the original design intent, and not a trimmed version as others
presented in the same study.
4. The design pressure ratio of 2.0 is close to the desired value for the sCO2 power cycle.
5. The design tip speed of approximately 400 m/ s is conservative, and within possible stage
Mach number ranges of sCO2
6. The design is visually similar to that presented in the Sandia studies for sCO2 power cycles
[8].
The U/C curve was assumed to be invariant for expansion ratios, which data presented by
Baines [6].
The raw data for the turbine maps are reported in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. For these data the
reference point conditions for the normalisation step are: ERref = 2.2; MFPref = 6.0; Nref =
60 000; ηref = 0.89.
7.3 Non-linear Solver
7.3.1 scipy.optimize.fsolve
Currently Cycle.py use fsolve function from within the python, scipy.optimize package.
This is a solver is standard non linear equations solver. The solver is robust an allows a number
of non-linear equation solver options to be selected. So far the best experience, both in regards to
solution stability and solution speed has been with root:hybr. Details about the respective solver
options are available at https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.18.1/reference/generated/
scipy.optimize.fsolve.html#scipy.optimize.fsolve.
Future work could look at exploiting the sparse nature of the Jacobian matrix currently being
created using numerical differentiation using this algorithm. This could lead to a speed up by a
factor of 3-4.
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Table 1: Relationship between mass flow parameter MFP and expansion ratio ER at different
rotor speeds.
ER (@ 60 kRPM) 2.495 2.357 2.225 2.084 1.976 1.865
MFP (@ 60 kRPM) 7.277 7.009 6.774 6.540 6.137 5.531
ER (@ 60 kRPM) 1.771 1.673 1.582 1.529 1.488 1.418
MFP (@ 60 kRPM) 4.977 4.338 3.514 2.824 2.184 1.276
ER (@ 48 kRPM) 1.301 1.355 1.409 1.507 1.625 1.780
MFP (@ 48 kRPM) 1.970 2.850 3.814 4.696 5.579 6.361
ER (@ 48 kRPM) 1.919 2.105 2.264 2.368 2.493
MFP (@ 48 kRPM) 6.906 7.284 7.560 7.664 7.888
ER (@ 38 kRPM) 1.203 1.257 1.328 1.416 1.524 1.689
MFP (@ 38 kRPM) 2.574 3.607 4.589 5.487 6.150 7.000
ER (@ 38 kRPM) 1.878 2.054 2.247 2.399 2.497
MFP (@ 38 kRPM) 7.547 7.924 8.150 8.290 8.395
Table 2: Relationship between efficiency and velocity ratio UC
Velocity Ratio 0.0991 0.1944 0.2936 0.3656 0.3948 0.4416 0.4941 0.5487
Efficiency (%) 19.44 36.30 52.10 62.72 65.60 70.16 76.23 80.32
Velocity Ratio 0.5993 0.6539 0.6988 0.7534 0.8022 0.8491 0.9077 0.9526
Efficiency (%) 83.51 87.00 88.21 88.20 86.37 84.24 81.04 76.93
Velocity Ratio 0.9957 1.0231 1.0603 1.0916 1.1210 1.1348 1.1603 1.1858
Efficiency (%) 70.85 65.98 60.50 53.3 46.36 40.89 33.89 26.90
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